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the cost of new passenger rail equipment for the Grand Valley Transportation
Authority comes in well below the agency's original estimate. A revised price
tag for the new trains comes in well below the $125 million estimate of the
cost of new trains originally set before the Grand Valley Authority Board of

Directors. With the revised cost of $34 million, the agency is cutting its
projected costs for the first new trains by a third. The board is set to vote

April 30 on the plan to purchase 52 new light rail trains for $17.2 million each,
replacing the aging LRT system in Grand Rapids. "This project is the most

important public transportation project in the history of Kent County and the
first up to date light rail system in Michigan," said GVTrans project manager
Rob Dickson. GVTrans and the Grand Rapids Transportation Authority own

and operate Grand Rapids light rail. "This is the first cost estimate for a
modern light rail system in Michigan that does not include a costly tunnel,"

Dickson said. GVTrans recently also provided a revised price tag for the
Grandville Link, a new bus system that will connect downtown Grand Rapids

with the airport. GVTrans projects that the project will cost $61 million with an
annual operating cost of $3.7 million. GVTrans board member Dan Taylor said

the agency is reviewing other projects as well, but is focused on the LRT
trains and the Grandville Link. "It's not going to be easy to do," Taylor said.
"But we have heard no reason why we can't do it." Taylor said it's important

to have future-proof passenger rail that can accommodate the growth of
Grand Rapids and the region. "We want to keep the city moving, keep it

growing," he said. "So we're going to have to do something." GVTrans board
member Janis Kennedy said the board needs more information on the
Grandville Link. "We still don't know the cost of the project," she said.

"There's still a lot of questions to be answered." Kennedy said the plan to
move Grandville voters on the project next Tuesday has her concerned. "I've

been contacted by some members of the community who think it's an
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